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Going undercover with teenage filmmakers
Undercover, a recent recipient of a Rimon
Project Support grant, uses the power of
film to develop leadership skills in girls
By DAVID JORDAN HARRIS

Barbara Wiener has a deep faith —
in the power of film to change the lives
of teenage girls. During the past 10
years she has nurtured TVbyGIRLS, a
pioneering organization she created to
harness the power of film and video for
developing leadership skills in girls.

TVbyGIRLS has worked with more
than 1,200 adolescents, ages 10 to
20, in Minnesota and throughout the

United States. The teens are mentored
by professional filmmakers and taught
the skills to write a script, shoot footage, edit and learn the skills of postproduction. Most importantly, the girls
gain confidence in their ability to think
critically, collaborate with their peers
and adults, and work constructively
toward making a better world.
The organization’s current project,
Undercover, a recent recipient of a
Rimon Project Support grant, began
as an opportunity for Muslim and
Jewish girls to lift the cover on what
they thought they knew about each
other’s traditions. The girls committed
to learning about each other’s faith
traditions, and to identify the misunderstandings and media stereotypes
that often warp public perception of
these communities.
The fertile dialogue soon attracted
girls from other faith traditions, including youth for whom conventional

religious faith had played no role in
their lives.
The girls developed a plan to learn
about the world that formed their peers.
They explored religious rituals, shared
customs related to eating and dressing, and experienced firsthand the
prejudice that can accompany being
a minority in American life. They also
imbibed the beauty of customs new
to them. For example, the girls were
amazed and moved by the dignity,
clarity and stillness of a full day of
rest during Shabbat.
“The insights the girls had about
their personal beliefs and faith traditions are fresh and honest,” Wiener
said. “They discovered that while we
may not really believe the stereotypes
about each other, it’s like standing
by a pond and throwing a rock into
the water. The rock may not hit you,
but the ripples and splashes do. They
asked, ‘What are the repercussions of
the stereotypes, even if we know we
don’t believe them?’”
Making the film is just the beginning
for the girls. Their goal is to harness
what they discovered and share their

Susan Sarandon knocked for calling pope a Nazi
(JTA) — Susan Sarandon is under
fire after referring to the Germanborn Pope Benedict XVI as a Nazi.
The actress made the comment
during an Oct. 15 interview with
actor Bob Balaban at the Hamptons
International Film Festival. Sarandon was discussing her 1995 Oscarwinning film Dead Man Walking,
based on an anti-death penalty book
by Sister Helen Prejean, when she
mentioned that she had sent a copy
of the book to the pope.

“The last one,” she clarified,
referring to Pope John Paul II.
“Not this Nazi one we have now,”
meaning Pope Benedict. Sarandon
then repeated the remark.
The Anti-Defamation League
was among those who condemned
Sarandon for her word choice. The
ADL suggested she apologize to the
Catholic community.
“Ms. Sarandon may have her differences with the Catholic Church,
but that is no excuse for throwing

around Nazi analogies,” ADL National Director Abraham Foxman
said Monday in a statement. “Such
words are hateful, vindictive and
only serve to diminish the true history and meaning of the Holocaust.”
Pope Benedict was born in Germany in 1927 and has spoken of
being forced to join the Hitler Youth
by his seminary. He also was later
conscripted into the German army
at age 16.

Israeli soldier was treated harshly at first
• SHALIT / from page 1
“In the last few years I have taken
many photographs of the Shalit family
surrounded by countless cameras,”
photographer Yaron Kaminsky told
his newspaper. “It was nice to just
run into them like that, at the beach,
during Gilad’s first Saturday since
being freed from captivity.”
Kaminsky said he told Noam Shalit
that he had taken the photo and received his tacit approval to publish it.
Meanwhile, supporters and curiosity seekers continue to flock to Mitzpe
Hila for a glimpse of Gilad or simply
to have their photo taken in front of
the Shalit family home. Many are
leaving flowers, drawings and pack-

ages containing candy and other gifts
for the family.
Noam has provided reporters with
several updates since his son returned.
On Oct. 20, he said he does not believe
Hamas’ claims that Gilad was not
tortured while in captivity.
“Gilad went through harsh things,
at least in the first period. It is correct
that after that, after that first period,
the way he was treated improved,” the
elder Shalit said.
During the same news conference
in front of the family home, Noam
Shalit also told reporters that Gilad
had an appetite for food but that he
was having trouble sleeping through
the night. On the day of his release,
Gilad appeared wan and pale.

Noam added that his son had few
requests and that he was “going with
the flow.”
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The Rimon-supported Undercover project began as an opportunity
for Muslim and Jewish girls to “lift the cover on what they thought
they knew about each other’s traditions.”

insights and ideas with others. A curriculum study guide will accompany
the film.
Each girl who participated in
making Undercover will arrange for
screenings in her school and faith
community, where she will lead discussions. The experience of making
the film has been transformative for
the teens. They sincerely believe the
experience of seeing it will do the
same for its audiences.
Wiener frames her work in the
context of repairing the world, tikkun olam.
“Unfortunately the majority of
daily media messages promote the
basest of human traits: greed, jealousy,

cruelty and selfishness,” she said.
“At TVbyGIRLS we work to create
work and venues for girls to see their
potentials beyond the limitations they
are exposed to in mainstream media.”
TVbyGIRLS is shifting the conversation for women in American culture
one teenage girl at a time.
***
The next deadline for Rimon’s
Project Support grant is March
23, 2012. For information, contact
the Rimon staff at 952-381-3449 or:
rimon@sabesjcc.org, or visit: www.
rimonmn.org.
Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish
Arts Council is an initiative of the
Minneapolis Jewish Federation.
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